Law Enforcement’s need for IR protection pushes Infrared Tools to respond.

(Crofton, MD—April 2016) Infrared Tools, a leading provider of IR (infrared) identification for the
military has announced the launch of a new Law Enforcement product line. With the expansion
into Law Enforcement, the company has also announced a new look and name—”IR.Tools™.”
Traditionally focused on the Military, the company experienced interest in early 2014 from Law
Enforcement agencies looking for solutions to mark vehicles, making them identifiable by the
TFO officers in the helicopters. Night chases and rescues were described as “chaos.”
“Right away we knew our military grade IR and Thermal identification would work for Law
Enforcement vehicles and personnel. With the increase use of Night VIsion and Thermal
imaging devices, it was only a matter of time before Law Enforcement agencies would see the
benefits of marking vehicles and personnel.” said Tom Boyer, founder of IR.Tools™.
As a result Infrared Tools has rebranded and has launched itself as IR.Tools™.
IR.Tools™ now has a full line of IR and Thermal Identification patches and panels to help
protect both the Military and Law Enforcement communities from the dangers of working in the
dark.
WIth their new mission of, “Protecting Those Who Protect Us,” IR.Tools™ is still committed to
designing and manufacturing the best IR and Thermal identification in the industry. The past 10
years they have sold over 4 million ID patches which have been worn on every continent.
“Having the soldiers and police return home to their families after a deployment or shift is why
we work hard to provide a premium ID product.” said Boyer. “This is why we exist as a
company.”
About IR.Tools™
IR.Tools™ was founded by Tom Boyer in 2006 and has served the Military community with the
most innovative infrared and thermal identification patches, panels and targets on the market
today. With 15 awarded patents and 10 patents pending, IR.Tools™ is always moving forward
to stay ahead of the industry. IR.Tools™ is proud to be a veteran owned business. For more
information, visit www.IR.Tools

